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OTLEY PARISH CHURCH 
– the oldest building in 
Otley – is at the heart of our 
town and, for over 1,000 
years, people have been 
gathering here for worship, 
significant family as well as 
community events. “There is 
a place for everyone, with 
Christ at the centre of it all.” 

We are a gathering place for 
pilgrims on a journey of 
discovery, kindling hope as 
we go, helping one another 
to be more fully alive to the 
wonders, joys and sorrows of 
life. We’d love you to share 
the journey with us. 

We want to grow in numbers, 
in spiritual commitment to 
Christ, and in service to our 
local community. 

Join us in worshipping God 
together on Sundays and in 
daily life; be with us as we 
study and discern how to use 
the Bible in the 21st century; 
learn with us what it is to be 
21st century disciples 
following Jesus and help us, 
with other churches in the 
town, to bring good news to 
Otley and far beyond. 
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We would love  
to hear your 
family news…  

Have you just had or 
are about to have a 
special birthday or 
anniversary celebration? 
Any of your family members 
preparing for college or 
university?  

Anyone starting a new job? Is there a marriage on the way? A new baby 
arrived in the family, maybe? One of your children starting at school for the 
first time? Whatever your family news it would be lovely to hear from you 
and to include it in the next issue of . 

Photographs are always good to have as people may not know you by name 
but they will probably recognise you by sight! 

Please see the Copy Date 
for when your family 
news needs to be 
received.  

⚫ Perhaps you would like to 
consider contributing 
something for a future edition 
of ? What about 
one of our regular features 
such as “In the Hot Seat” or 
“A Day in the Life” or “My 
Favourite Bible Verse?” What 
about a poem or a prayer? Or 
something about “God in 
Creation”? Before you write it, 
please contact Stephen Hey 
who will provide you with 
some specific requirements.   
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The French town of St Malo in Brittany is a 
place we have passed through several times 
but we’ve never stopped to have a good look 
around. Whether arriving in France by ferry 
on our way to a French campsite, or 
heading back home, we always seemed to 
be in a rush to move on. 

I was made aware of this when I recently 
read All the Light we Cannot See by Anthony 
Doerr. St Malo is central to the story of this 
wonderful book and the author clearly fell in love 
with the city when he visited it: 

“I felt as though I was walking through an imaginary city, a place that was 
part fairy-tale fortress, part MC Esher drawing, part mist and ocean wind and 
lamplight.” 

And yet as he writes about the city I find I can conjure up visual memories of 
the old city walls (which were rebuilt after huge destruction in the war) and 
the ocean – or perhaps it’s just that he evokes them powerfully by his 
description.  

The title of the book reflects the author’s focus on radio waves which he 
thinks of as ‘the light we cannot see’. He says we take for granted the 
“strangeness and sorcery” of hearing a voice from far away on our phones, 
and wants to remind of what an extraordinary thing that is. In the story he 
takes us back to 1934-1944, when radio broadcasting was in its prime and it 
is radio broadcasting which draws together the two main characters, a blind 
French girl and a German boy, in the context of the Second World War. 

When Janet and I were in Sudan in the 1980s, radios were a lifeline. Mobile 
phones were almost unheard of. The connections now possible, even to 
South Sudan, are mind-boggling as we communicate via billions of radio 
waves we cannot see which are forwarded from radio mast to radio mast 
around the world. 
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Imagine if we could see the radio waves. Imagine looking at the earth from 
space with every radio wave lit up. A world wide web… How connected we 
are. 

The coronavirus pandemic has highlighted just how connected we all are. 
How dependent on one another. And the invisible forces that bind us 
together are not just radio waves. More importantly we are connected by our 
shared humanity, transcending all boundaries.  

As a parent looks at their children and see one family, so God looks at all of 
his children from every race and nation, sharing his image, hard-wired to 
connect with each other and with him. And he longs for us to see the light we 
cannot see – the Light of the World who binds us together through his Spirit 
into one renewed humanity. 

The book is about the threads of goodness, the waves of goodness, that 
continue to exist in the darkest of times and even in the darkest of hearts. 
The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness can never put it out. 

I am disappointed with myself that I’ve never stopped and had a good look 
around St Malo. I’m determined to make the most of my next opportunity! But 
there are so many places I will have passed through without really looking or 
noticing. I suppose it’s inevitable. 

As we travel through life, every day we have countless opportunities to 
pause and look around. Opportunities to stop and see. To notice. Doubtless 
we miss many or most of them. Other people can help us see what we miss. 
Help us look differently. Help us value something we took for granted.  

But we can also return to past times and places with a mixture of imagination 
and memory. I guess that happens more and more as we grow older, though 
the memories obviously do begin to fade! And even at that distance we can 
see beauty and truth and gain new perspective on past events but also on 
our current way of life as we look back and see how different things now are. 

Perhaps the biggest lesson we learn from St Malo, is the extraordinary 
resilience and ability of people to rebuild their lives, and their city, after the 
trauma and destruction of the Second World War. And when you factor God 
into that, it gives us hope in every situation. 

With love, 

  

Graham Buttanshaw - Vicar 
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I was born in Stirling, Scotland in 1975 and grew up near Loch Lomond in the 
farmhouse where my parents still live.  

I went to primary school in the nearby village and still remember all my teachers 
well. I then went to boarding school from 11-18. 

Having been brought up in a rural area, I was keen to go to university in a 
city. I therefore went to Manchester University to study European Studies 
with French. I spent my third year as an English assistant in a French lycée 
in the south-west of France. My first job after graduating was in Paris 
teaching English to professionals, where I lived for 4 years. 

I have a lot of birthdays to remember as I have 5 nieces and 2 nephews! I 
have an older brother who is married with 4 children. He has spent a lot of 

When were you born and where did you grow up?  

Hello Georgina! 

Some of us know you very well. 

Others may know you by sight 

but not really know much about 

you. We would love to find out 

more about you.  Will you please 

answer a few questions that will 

help us to get to know you a little 

better?  

Thank you! 

 

Where did you go to school? 

Which college or university did you go to and what did you study? 

Do you have brothers and sisters? 
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time living and working overseas for various Christian charities in both 
Afghanistan and Nepal. He moved back to the UK and to Leeds which I have 
really appreciated especially during lockdown. 

I have a younger sister who is also married and has 3 children. She lives 
near Aberdeen and set up her own business a few years ago doing interior 
design and horticulture. Although she is 5 years younger, we share the same 
birthday (Bonfire Night!). 

I moved to Otley in 2010 from Leeds where I had lived for 5 years. I got a job 
qt a school in Leeds when I moved back from Paris and initially lived with my 
sister-in-law’s parents, rented for a while and then bought my first house in 
Bramley.  

A good friend of mine moved to Otley and I would often come and visit her 
and stay over. I thought it would be a nice place to live – a move I have 
never regretted. 

I am a Head of Year at a high school in Leeds. I am responsible for the 
welfare and academic progress of a year group. The work is varied and can 
be demanding, but it is rewarding when you see that you are making a 
difference to young people. 

Like many people, I think my faith has developed over the years. I was 
brought up in a Christian home, went to church and was confirmed when I 
was 14 which was important to me. After school, I took a year out and did an 
environmental education project in Tanzania. I was really struck by people’s 
faith there despite having very little in worldly terms. When I went to 
university, I felt I had a relationship with God, but I was unsure how I would 
explain it to someone who didn’t. I did an Alpha course which was helpful but 
probably raised more questions. I joined a house group, and my faith has 
matured from there.  

I set up Local-to-Global with someone else which highlights local and global 
issues as well as supporting charities. I am passionate about the church 
being at the heart of the community where it is, as well as supporting work 
overseas. I enjoy sharing the work of charities with our church family and the 
organising of events.  
 
I also help out with our youth. They are such a vital part of our church, and it 

How long have you lived in Otley -  why did you choose to come here? 

What is your occupation and where do you work?  

When did you become a Christian – how did that come about? 

Do you volunteer in any way at our Church? 
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is a privilege to see them grow. We often have great discussions, and they 
certainly have lots to contribute. 

This is always a hard one as The Bible is such a rich collection of books. 
Psalm 37 and Isaiah 40: 27-31 are favourites. 

I like all sorts of modern Christian music (e.g. Lauren Daigle), but there are 
some great traditional hymns. In particular, Amazing Grace and Great is Thy 
Faithfulness.  

There was always classical music playing at home when I was growing up. I 
find it relaxing to listen to and like all sorts of composers. Bach’s cello suite in 
G major and Delibes Flower Duet are both beautiful. 

Music is important to me, and I always have something on in the car or 
at home. I have an eclectic taste and it depends what mood I am in. I 
like old bands and artists like The Kinks, The Beatles and Nina Simone; 
then 90s bands like REM, U2, The Verve and more recent artists like 
George Ezra, Rag and Bone Man, and Adele. Anything with a good tune 
really! 

I can play the piano and the saxophone (Alto E Flat). I learnt the guitar for a 
year but my mum said she would only pay for 2 instruments, so I stuck to the 
saxophone. I love singing and have been in several choirs. I am looking 
forward to singing without a mask in church soon. 

Yorkshire is such a beautiful county and very varied. I enjoy walking in the 
countryside. Locally, Malham, Grassington and Settle are good to visit, also 
Masham and Reeth in North Yorkshire. I have discovered East Yorkshire 
and liked Helmsley and Sutton Bank. The coast is also stunning especially 
the coastal walk from Robin Hood’s Bay to Whitby. 

I am blessed to have travelled extensively and have seen some amazing 
places. In the UK, I would like to go to The Scilly Isles. Further afield, 
Canada, as the mountains and forests look appealing. 

Do you have a favourite verse of Scripture? If so, what is it? 

Do you have a favourite Christian hymn or song?  

Do you like classical music? Do you have a favourite piece? 

What about modern songs or music – anything in particular?  

Can you play a musical instrument? 

Do you have a favourite part of Yorkshire that you like to visit?  

Is there somewhere you would like to go on holiday where you’ve 

not been before, regardless of expense?  
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My parents worked in publishing throughout their careers so I have always 
been surrounded by books and am a bookworm. Recently, I’ve enjoyed  
‘Where The Crawdads Sing’ by Delia Owens as it has a gripping storyline 
and questions how we treat those who are different.  

I enjoy doing crafts and making things. I have my own business selling things 
I have made at fairs and am hoping to start doing some workshops when 
things open up a bit more. 

I love cooking, eating delicious food and sharing meals. I think my favourite 
would be grilled goats’ cheese on toast as a starter followed by seafood and 
pasta. If I had room, then a lemon posset. 

Probably a solar-powered radio (if you could get a good reception!) 

Hopeful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A book you enjoyed reading – Christian or general?  

What do you like doing for recreation and for relaxation? 

What would be your favourite meal – 2 or even 3 courses?  

If you were to spend a whole year on your own on a desert island – 

what luxury would you take with you?  

 

Which one word describes your life right now?  

OCRH is an independent charity, governed by a board of trustees. 
Our vision is to enable and equip local churches in their 
ministry with children, families and schools. As a   member of one 
of our supporting churches you may already be familiar with “Open 
the Book”, “What’s the Story” and “Godly Play” or you may have 
attended one of our events. We are currently looking for two 
trustees to join our board. If you are keen to support our ministry 
with children and families and would like to be involved in the 
oversight, vision and governance of our charity, we would love to 
hear from you. 

To find out more, please contact Mandy Thorlby:  
mandy@ocrh.org.uk  / 01943 465927 
 

Opportunity for New Trustees 
to join 

Otley Christian Resources Hub CIO 
Charity Number 465927 

 

mailto:mandy@ocrh.org.uk
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The early chapters of the book of Acts show us a body of believers 

inspired by their knowledge that God had done something wonderful: he 

had raised Jesus from the dead. Because of that, no power of evil could 

ever conquer forever. They didn't need to be afraid of anything. As Paul 

said to the Roman Christians, 'Who, then, can separate us from the love 

of Christ? Can trouble do it, or hardship or persecution or hunger or 

poverty or danger or death?' (Romans 8.35). He answers his own 

question: 'No, in all these things we have complete victory through him 

who loved us!' (verse 37). 

It wasn't all songs of praises, though. The first Christians faced all sorts of 

problems. They had the usual problems every church faces – matters 

of conduct, including moral issues (1 Corinthians 5.1), personal rivalries 

and conflicts (2 Timothy 4.14), disagreements about policies and 

strategies (Acts 15). Paul's letters are sometimes hair-raising in what 

they deal with.   

But most of all there was the question of who was to be included in the 

Church. Was the Church just for Jews, or should it include Gentiles as 

well? And if Gentiles did become believers, should the men be 

circumcised and should they all keep the Jewish Sabbath and dietary laws 

– in other words, convert to Judaism? In Acts 10 (Peter's vision) and  

Acts 15 (the Council at Jerusalem) that question is answered: Gentiles 

too can be part of God's family just as they are. This was a live issue for 

many Jewish believers, who showed enormous grace in receiving and 

welcoming Gentiles into their hearts and homes. In Christ, strangers 

became friends – though it wasn't easy. 

The early Church made sacrifices for each other and learned to love one 

another. Christ still brings strangers together in fellowship today.  

Reproduced by permission 

EARLY CHURCH 

https://www.biblesociety.org.uk/explore-the-bible/read/eng/GNB/Rom/8/highlight:35/
https://www.biblesociety.org.uk/explore-the-bible/read/eng/GNB/Rom/8/highlight:37/
https://www.biblesociety.org.uk/explore-the-bible/read/eng/GNB/1Cor/5/highlight:1/
https://www.biblesociety.org.uk/explore-the-bible/read/eng/GNB/2Tim/4/highlight:14/
https://www.biblesociety.org.uk/explore-the-bible/read/eng/GNB/Acts/15/
https://www.biblesociety.org.uk/explore-the-bible/read/eng/GNB/Acts/10/
https://www.biblesociety.org.uk/explore-the-bible/read/eng/GNB/Acts/15/
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I AM RACHEL WILSON and 

married to Keith. We moved 
to Otley in February 2020 

for retirement and to be 
near our eldest daughter 
Katie and her partner, Tom. 

I used to teach deaf children 
and also supported adults in 

further education in Bradford. In 
my late 40s I trained for the 
ministry within the Church of 

England. I served my curacy 
and first post in Long Preston 

(with Tosside and Slaidburn) 
in North Yorkshire from 2003 
to 2010. Then I moved to 

Pool-in-Wharfedale for 6 years 
before moving to Pocklington 

in East Yorkshire until my 
retirement. I also worked as 
a chaplain with deaf people.  

Keith was a social worker in Bradford when we first met. Later he 
trained to teach science, and then went to Bangor in North West 

Wales for over a year to do an MSc in Forestry. He then worked as 
Community Woodland Officer in Burnley, Lancashire, until his 
retirement, and was thrilled to have a new woodland they had 

planted at Townley named “Wilson’s Wood”! 

We both love gardening and wildlife, and are keen environmentalists. 

Our younger daughter Miriam caught the bug, and now works for 
Greenpeace Canada where she lived with her partner Tim and now 
lives with him as her husband - married on 28th August 2021! 

So in our family we have a Tom, a Tim, and now we have a Ted! 
Katie and Tom’s baby Teddy was born on 21st July 2021, making 

us very proud first-time grandparents.  

We are so happy to have found Otley Parish Church, and are 

enjoying getting to know the friendly, active, and supportive 
congregation, and worshipping together with you all. 
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RACHEL WILSON 

“For I know the plans I have 
for you,” declares the LORD, 

“plans to prosper you and 
not to harm you, plans to 

give you hope and a future.”  
(Jeremiah 29:11 NIV) 

When I came to a lively faith as a 
rather troubled new mum in 
Haworth, West Yorkshire, which 
was through the prayers and 
encouragement of Revd Colin 
Spivey, Vicar of Haworth Parish 
Church, Audrey his wife visited 
and gently discipled me. She 
gave me a little ceramic plaque 
with this verse from Jeremiah. I 
struggled to believe God could be 
personally involved with my life. 

With an acceptance of Christ, 
over time there came a deep 
sense of personal salvation which 
opened my heart and 
imagination, enabling me to 
really ‘know’ that I am, indeed, 
created, known, loved, and 
guided, by God. This verse 
comes to mind when I am 
fearful, and when I am thankful, 
including this week, when I write 
this, and as Keith and I thank God 
for the safe delivery of baby Ted. 
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And let the peace of Christ rule in  
your hearts.  

Colossians 3:15 
 

Then He got up and rebuked the wind, and 
said to the sea, “Peace, be still!” And the 

wind ceased and there was a great calm.  
Mark 4:39 

 
Peace I leave with you, My peace I give to 

you; I do not give to you as the world gives. 
Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it 

be afraid.  
John 14:27 

 
Be anxious for nothing, but in every situation 

by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, 
present your requests to God, and the peace 
of God, which transcends all understanding, 

will guard your hearts and minds through 
Christ Jesus.  

Philippians 4:6-7 
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A THOUGHT-PROVOKING FEATURE BY DAVE CHERRY,  
A MEMBER OF OTLEY PARISH CHURCH 

I have always been interested by the weather. It all started during 
the cold winter of 1963. I got so used to seeing and playing in the 
snow that I thought it snowed every night! I am fascinated by severe 
weather events and like to experience them outdoors. So, when 
you hear media warnings not to venture outside, due to the danger 
of floods, gales, thunderstorms and blizzards, I just have to 
investigate! 
 
Between 1975 and 1978, I studied Environmental Sciences at the 
University of East Anglia. (I met my wife Carol on the very first day 
of starting there!) It was here where I first learned about the 
potential hazards of fossil fuel burning and global warming. At first, 
it all seemed like science fiction, but as you all know, it is now our 
greatest threat to mankind and God’s beautiful creation. 
 
We all need to understand the causes of Global Warming and  
Climate Change. I shall try to explain these topics in a simple way 
and give evidence that climate change is now gaining momentum. 
I hope to write further articles explaining what we can all do to 
reduce our carbon footprint and learn to live with a changing 
climate. There are lots of things we can all do to help reduce the 
injustice and risk of dangerous climate change across the world. 

CHANGE CLIMATE 
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 ⚫ THE GREENHOUSE GAS EFFECT!  

Since pre-industrialised times (1850), atmospheric concentrations 
of carbon dioxide have increased 47%, with a present global 
concentration of 417 parts per million (ppm). These increases in 
carbon dioxide together with other greenhouse gases such as 
methane and nitric oxide (laughing gas) and even water vapour, 
are responsible for a significant rise in an average global surface 
temperature of 1.2°C. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Greenhouse gases act in a way to an ordinary greenhouse. A 
greenhouse allows the sunlight, or short wave radiation, to 
penetrate the glass. This sun then warms the surfaces and plants 
in the greenhouse. This heat, or longer wave radiation, becomes 
trapped by the glass and then warms the air within the 
greenhouse. So, Greenhouse Gases (GHG) in the atmosphere 
actually trap heat that has escaped from the earth’s surface. 
 
Without the Greenhouse effect our planet would be approximately 
25°C colder and unable to support life. So, it’s not all bad news! It 
is surprising that around 96.5% of global GHGs are produced from 
natural sources, such as decomposition of dead flora and fauna, 
natural burning/wild fires and volcanic activities etc. But our 
problem is now being caused by man-made emissions of 
greenhouse gases, resulting mainly from the burning of fossil fuels 
since the 1850s. This amounts to around 3.5% of global GHG 

What is Climate Change? 

There are 3 different monitoring sources of Global CO2 
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emissions. But, importantly, man-made emissions are continuing 
to increase atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide and other 
GHGs. This is now disturbing the long term global GHG balance 
and inducing global warming. 

 

 ⚫ GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE! 

World scientists and climatologists are now convinced that man-
made emissions of GHGs are the major cause of current rapid 
levels of global surface warming. This warming of the atmosphere 
and oceans is not uniform across the planet and is having a major 
effect on changing our present climate and ocean circulation. The 
rise in global surface temperature and warming of the oceans is 
also causing widespread melting of ice caps and glaciers around 
the world, resulting in sea level rise. 

 
The two graphs below illustrate global average surface 
temperature difference, compared to the period 1850 to 1900. 
Since around 1970 there has been a rapid increase in global 
surface temperatures. The last decade has been much warmer 
than any decade since 1850. It appears that the global surface 
warming of both land and sea is gaining momentum.  
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The Met Office recently announced that the past 5 years have been 
the warmest globally in the last 170 years. The year 2019 was 
globally the second warmest year since 1850. The warmest ever 
year was 2016, however temperatures experienced in 2016 were 
boosted by a significant El Nño event in the Pacific. This is a sudden, 
but temporary warming of the central Pacific ocean current. 

Globally, 2020 was the third warmest year on record, despite a 
cooling of the La Niña ocean current event in the Pacific. The global 
average temperature was about 1.2°C above the pre-industrial 
(1850-1900) level. The tables below give many UK examples of 
record high temperature events, which all occurred since 2010. 

Record UK Highest Daily Maximum Temperatures  
(2010-2019) 

 Date  Highest Daily         Location 
Max. Temperature 

26 February 2019  21.2°C  Kew Gardens (London) 

25 July 2019   38.7°C  Botanic Gardens (Cambridge) 

01 October 2011  29.9°C  Gravesend (Kent) 

01 November 2015  22.4°C  Trawsgoed (Ceredigion) 

28 December 2019  18.7°C  Achfary (Sutherland) 

25 January 2016  13.1°C  Magilligan (county Londonderry) 

23 February 2019  13.9°C  Achnagart (Highlands) 

19 April 2018   15.9°C  Kenley Airfield (Greater (London) 
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Record UK Lowest Daily Maximum Temperatures (2010-2019) 

 Date   Lowest Daily        Location 
Max. Temperature 

01 March 2018   -4.7°C  Tredegar (Blaenau Gwent)  

 
Occasional severe spells of wintry weather are still possible as we 
were reminded by the intense cold and blizzards created by the 
Beast from the East in late February/early March 2018. December 
2010 was actually the coldest December for a hundred years. But 
these cold weather events are becoming less frequent. 

 

 ⚫ CHANGES IN RAINFALL!  

There have been dozens of rainfall records broken this century, 
there are too many to note! It has been stated by IPCC Scientists 
that, for every 1 degree Celsius increase in average global surface 
temperature, the atmosphere is capable of holding an additional 
7% of water vapour. Bearing this in mind and the increased energy 
in the atmosphere, it is calculated that rainfall intensities will 
increase by 13% for every degree Celsius rise in temperature. This 
is one of the main reasons why there is an increased likelihood of 
future flooding events. 
 
Finally, the heating up of the planet, combined with changing 
atmospheric and ocean circulation, will reinforce the severity and 
duration of drought across the planet. It is likely that the UK will 
experience a greater frequency of drought conditions. 

 

 ⚫ GLOBAL SEA LEVEL RISE! 

The significant warming of the planet is now causing widespread 
melting of ice caps and glaciers. The following graph illustrates 
global sea level rise over the period 1993-2020. It includes 5 
different sourced sea level models. The rate of melting is 
accelerating and some models predict global sea levels could rise 
by a metre by the end of this century. If all the ice on the planet 
was to melt, the sea level would rise by about 70 metres. The 
equivalent of 63 metres and 7 metres of sea level rise would result 
from ice melt of Antarctica and Greenland respectively. No sea 
level rise will result from melting Arctic ice! This is because this ice 
is floating on water. You can check this by having a cool drink with 
ice cubes. When the ice cubes melt, the drink level in your glass 
remains the same! 
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 ⚫ HEADLINE CLIMATE CHANGE! 

The following general changes in climate can be expected, these 
will become more severe and frequent as GHGs  remain in the 
atmosphere and continue to increase: 

Greater risk of warmer, wetter winters 
Greater risk of hotter, drier summers 
Greater risk of severe weather events 

 ⚫ LIKELY CHANGES IN CLIMATE EVENTS! 

• Increased risk of very hot days and intensity of heatwaves 
• Increased risk and intensity of droughts 
• Increased risk of intensive rainfall and flash (pluvial/urban) 

flooding over short periods, mainly during the summer 
period 

• Increased risk of high daily rainfall totals and (fluvial/river) 
flooding, especially during the winter 

• Reduced risk of wintry conditions, snowfall and frost 
• Increasing frequency and severity of severe weather events, 

including storm surges 
• Increasing rate of sea level rise 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flooding at Wharfemeadows Park playground in Otley which regularly 

occurs every one or two years. It is located close to the River Wharfe 
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 ⚫ CLIMATE CHANGE AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS!  

A feedback mechanism is a physical process within the earth or 
atmospheric system that can impact the initial climate change 
process. If the impact on climate change is enhanced, then it is 
called a positive feedback mechanism. If the impact weakens 
climate change, it is called a negative feedback mechanism. The 
likelihood that positive feedback mechanisms will increase as the 
global surface temperature increases, especially above +2°C. 
Examples of feedback mechanisms include: 
 

• Water vapour/cloud effects 
• Ice-albedo 
• Changes in ocean circulation 
• Deforestation 
• Methane release 

 
Some of these feedbacks are starting to happen now, whilst others 
may suddenly generate abrupt changes in climate as the warming 
process continues. This data source (UKCP's18) has been created by the 
UK Met Office. It will provide a useful tool to help design appropriate climate 
resilient measures, as climate change continues to accelerate. 
 

 ⚫ THE UK CLIMATE PROJECTIONS 2018!  

It is intended that future  articles about climate change as 
well as a proposed Climate Change Debate, will discuss what 
actions we can all take to significantly reduce our own carbon 
footprint and learn to become more climate resilient. 
 

⚫ CONCLUSION!  

The recent IPCC State of the Climate Report confirms that climate 
change is gaining momentum. It also states that human activity is 
the overriding main cause of climate change. But there remains a 
short window of opportunity during the next 10 years when rapid 
carbon reductions towards Net Carbon Zero, would reduce the risk 
of dangerous climate change. Once Net Carbon Zero is achieved, 
the climate will slowly start to stabilise. 
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CONGRATULATIONS  
to Daniel Mayers,  

son of Katie and Rick,  
who celebrated his  

1st birthday on  
Tuesday 3rd August 2021. 

He’s about to enjoy a very 
lovely birthday cake! 
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Violet and Johnny 
are the children  

of Sarah and Lee.  

Violet  
was 5-years-old  

on 29th July 2021  

Johnny  
was 2-years-old  

on 8th August 2021 
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Welcome to 

Baby Harry 

Harry is seen here just 
30 minutes after being 
born to mum Lisa on 
Saturday 10th July. He 
weighed 7lbs 9oz. 
Harry is Dave Cherry’s 
5th grandson. Many 
Congratulations! 

 

 
 
 
 

Nora Leah celebrated 
her 80th birthday  
on 21st July 2021  

On 2nd August 2021 
she and John 

celebrated their 46th 
wedding anniversary 

On 1st August 2021 a 
new baby 

granddaughter was 
born to Jane and Tim 
and named Sybil Nora 
Leah-Adams. She is 
seen here with Mum 
Jane on the day she 

was born 
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CONGRATULATIONS 

to 

EVELYN COURTNEY 

who celebrated her  
 

on  

Friday 16th July 2021 

90th Birthday 

Welcome 

to  

Baby Ted 

Congratulations 

to Rachel and 

Keith Wilson on 

the birth of their 

first grandchild 

born on 21st 

July 2021 to 

Katie and Tom. 

He weighed 

7lbs 4oz. Keith 

is seen here 

with baby Ted. 

(See page 10 

for more family 

details) 
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It all started a day after 
my 40th birthday in 
February 2020 when I 
went to an open evening 
with One Adoption West 
Yorkshire.  
 
By mid-March I was ready to 
hand in all my adoption 
paperwork. But we all know 
what happened in March 
2020! Administrative delays 
caused by lockdown meant 
that I wasn’t able to start the 
detailed assessment to 
become an adopter until mid-
November when a social 
worker became available.  

 
However, this delay meant I was able to increase my 
independent research during those (often very frustrating!) 
months. I joined Adoption UK pretty quickly and attended the 
Prospective Adopter meet-ups and various webinars. These 
virtual meetings were amazing and have been such a 
valuable lifeline to me. I learnt so much through them and 
have made a few online friends.  
 
In hindsight, the delay was a blessing but it didn’t feel like 
that at the time. My social worker was fantastic. A huge 

Emily with Little Lady 
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benefit to me was our first session of being face-to-face 
which I know a lot of people haven't been able to do. We got 
to know each other before things moved virtually. In 
February 2021 I was approached about a little girl and the rest 
they say is history. In total the whole process took 16 months 
before I was able to bring home this very lovely girl. 
 
We are now getting into a routine, having fun and learning 
together. I’d like to thank the many members of our church 
community who have supported us along the way – and who 
continue to do so – and I apologise to those who have no 
clue about what’s been going on! I’m looking forward to 
discovering what the future may hold for us both. Little Lady 
has just turned one-year-old and is beginning to toddle 
around. She’s definitely keeping me on my toes! There is still 
legal stuff to do so I continue to ask for your prayers and 
support as well as for Little Lady’s birth family who also need 
our love and support at this difficult time for them. 
 
Because we’re still going through the legal process I am 
unable to use Little Lady’s proper name or share her full 
photo in this article. But please do come and say hi to us 
when you next see us in Church on a Sunday. We love to 
chat and my Little Lady loves seeing new faces! 
 
Emily Garner 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Little Lady enjoying her play time Little Lady’s fingers and toes 
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“I’m Gonna Roll For You, Lord” 

Easter Monday 2003. We had said our tearful good byes, the van 
was loaded and we were on our way! 

Some hours later and with a few mis-turns we were approaching 
Tower Bridge. Wow! Could this really be true? OK, turn left after 

the bridge onto Tooley Street then into Jamaica Road and there 
was St James Church. It’s monumental in size and built like a 
Greek temple with a wedding cake spire topped by a golden 

dragon. Could this really be for us here in Bermondsey? 

As the van would not be unpacked until the next day, I had found 
a cheap offer at a hotel in Canary Wharfe - another amazing area 

rather like a miniature New York. 

We had two weeks to move in and get sorted before my induction. 
(As I was to be vicar of two separate parishes, I had to go through 

two induction services in one day!) 

It is the unwritten custom that you do not attend a service in your 
new church until after you have been inducted. So, on the 

Revd Stewart Hartley 

It Shouldn’t 

Happen To 

A Vicar 

(But It Did)! 
This is the eighteenth in a 

series of interesting articles by  

Stewart Hartley,  

now retired and a member of  

Otley Parish Church 
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following Sunday, we decided to attend the church where I had 

spent time as a student all those years before. 

As the Service proceeded, I heard a shout from behind me. “I love 
you Lord and to show my appreciation I’m gonna roll for you!” And 

she did just that! She roly-poly’d from the back to the front of the 
church, then returned to her seat.  

Wow! I thought if this is what church is going to be like, we are in 

for an amazing time. I wondered if this would happen in my 
church? But it never did. Months later when I asked the vicar about 
it he said it was a mystery as he had never seen the lady before 

nor since!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A PRAYER FOR TROUBLED TIMES 

- ESPECIALLY RACIAL CONFLICT 

God our Heavenly Father, we bring to you a very disturbed world 

as many rise against authorities both peacefully and violently. 

Lord, troubled history is being revisited in many nations as 

injustices of past slavery, displacement and oppressive racism are 

exposed. We are sorry when we have failed to see oppression and 

prejudice and have not stood with those suffering. 

We pray, O God of Grace and Truth, for an uprising of goodness, 

wisdom and patience. We pray for no cover-ups, but do ask for the 

pace to slow down, for reflection, appropriate honesty and paths to 

reconciliation. 

We thank you that you are our invisible sanctuary – our place to 

sort out ourselves in sacred conversation. 

May we come, with your help, into our life and relationships 

enabled to be an influence for the values of your Kingdom of 

Peace. Amen. 

“He will give justice to the poor and make fair  

decisions for the exploited.” 

Isaiah 11 verse 4 
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Meg Morton grew up 
within the sound of the 
Shelford church bells in 

Nottinghamshire. She 
became more curious 

about bell ringing after 
hearing the bells of St 
Magnus church whilst on a 

visit to Orkney. However, 
it was not until after 

moving to Otley in 1980 
that two years later she 
and husband Tom saw the 

tower contact details of 
the then steeple keeper 

Gerald Cross in the church 
magazine and thought – 
yes! – we’d love to have a 

go at that.   

Meg and Tom were taught 

to ring by Les Cooper and 
Ron Warford who 
intermittently took the 

role of tower captain. But 
by the late 1990s (the 

exact date has been lost 
to the annals of time) Meg 
was in the role herself.  

The band (of ringers) was for many years strong and well peopled 
and included members of Otley Parish Church known or remembered 

by some of us including Pam Oliver, Billie Hayton and the Coates 
sisters. Ringers from local towers often came to Otley to join in on 

practice nights and ringing for weddings. Meg organised ringing 
weekends all over the country and on New Year’s Eves the old year 
was seen out on half-muffled bells and the new year welcomed in on 

open bells followed by shots of whisky for the ringers! 

Meg Morton (left) handing over the 

responsibility of Tower Captain to 

Julia Thornely 
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Gradually over the years as younger band members moved away or 

took up other interests and older members went – we hope(!) - to 
glory, numbers began to dwindle so that often there were 

sometimes only 2 or 3 people ringing. However, Meg always 
ensured that there was a Sunday bell rung, believing as she did that 
if the sound of bells ceased, the bells which had rung out over Otley 

for at least three centuries would fall silent for ever. 

About 2012/2013 there was a renewed interest in bell ringing at 

Otley and by the time of the Grand Départ in Yorkshire for the Tour 
de France in 2014 all 8 bells were rung by an Otley band as the 

cyclists rode through the town.  

And now – post Covid (or nearly we hope), all the ringers are back, 
ringing for practice nights, Sunday services and weddings again. 

After over 20 years as tower captain Meg Morton is passing the 
baton on now to Julia Thornely. At the 10.30am service on Yorkshire 

Day, 1st August 2021, Meg was thanked for her bell ringing service 
and Julia was introduced to members of the congregation. 

Of course, Meg will continue to ring at Otley. She will help to teach 

new ringers and advise on all those tower matters about which she 
has such wisdom and knowledge. The ringers, Church and 

community are immensely grateful for her long and committed 
service to the tower and wish her all the best with new ventures. 

Meg’s byword has always been ‘tower safety’ and ‘good striking’ so 

as to give pleasure primarily to those listening outside the tower. 
We in the tower aim to continue that legacy.  

Thank you Meg.   

 
Jenny Liston (Bell Ringer) 
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Revd. Graham Buttanshaw 
01943 462240 
g.buttanshaw@gmail.com 

VICAR 

Revd. Roger Dedman 
01943 467540 
rogerjdedman@gmail.com 

ASSOCIATE MINISTERS 

Revd. Stewart Hartley 
01943 464106 
sr.hartley47@gmail.com 

Janet Buttanshaw 
01943 462240 
buttanshawje@gmail.com 

READERS 

Jackie Hird 
01943 462858 
hirds@phonecoop.coop 

Kevin Keefe 
01943 466177 / 07722 999818 
kevin@keefe.org.uk 

CHURCHWARDENS 

Barry Milner 
01943 462472 
barrynglynis.milner@outlook.co
m 

Barbara Nicholls 
07747 848074 
babs.nicholls@gmail.com 

DEPUTY CHURCHWARDEN 

Rosemary Ellen 
01943 467646 
rosemaryjellen@gmail.com 

PCC SECRETARY 

Norman Barr 
01943 464382 
otleybarrs@googlemail.com 

PCC TREASURER 

Glynis Milner 
01943 462472 
barrynglynis.milner@outlook.com 

BAPTISM CO-ORDINATOR 

Jenny Liston 
07743 330264 
jenny@otleyparishchurch.org 

SAFEGUARDING OFFICER 

Stephen Hey 
01943 969624 
stephenhey01@gmail.com 

IN TOUCH EDITOR 
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Music Groups 
Worship Team & ACTIVATE Band 

Rick Mayers / richardmayers87@gmail.com / 01943 466182 

Church Band & Church Choir 
Pam Beck / 01943 462283 

Newall Ladies Fellowship 
Val Tait 

01943 464032 

Bell Ringers 
Julia Thornely / Jenny Liston 
07979 957393 / 07743 330264 

Open House 
Barry Milner 

barrynglynis.milner@outlook.com
m 

Craftynuts Craft Group 
Lynne Barber 
01943 466493 

Flower Arranging 
Val Tait 

01943 464032 

Steel Magnolias 
Shirley Parker 
01943 466956 

Knit and Natter 
Jo Briscoe 

01943 466515 

Sunday Club & 7up 
Janet Buttanshaw 

01943 462240 

Baby Rascals / Little Rascals 
Eileen Barr 01943 464382 
Jean Boddy 01943 466182 

Sustainability Group 
Dave Cherry 

01943 463896 

Local to Global 
Rosemary Hartley 

01943 464106 

Uniformed Group 
Bev and Mark Rothery 

01943 467016 

Messy Church 
Janet Buttanshaw 

01943 462240 

Scrapbooking 
Lynne Barber 
01943 466493 

Beer Festival 
Allan Boddy 

01943 466182 

CURRENTLY 

CANCELLED 

mailto:richardmayers87@gmail.com
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